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Welcome to BODUM®

Congratulations! You are now the proud owner of a BISTRO water kettle, an electric water kettle by BODUM®. Please read these instructions carefully before using the water kettle.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

– When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always be followed including the following.
– Before operating this appliance for the first time, read all instructions. Failure to observe the instructions and safety notes may result in hazardous conditions.
– After unpacking the appliance, check it for damage. If in doubt, do not use it, contact your dealer.
– Keep the packaging materials (cardboard, plastic bags etc.) out of reach of children (danger of suffocation or injury).
– This appliance is designed for household use only. Do not use outdoors.
– Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner, or in a heated oven.
– The kettle is only to be used with the stand provided.
– The manufacturer rejects any liability for damage or injury caused by improper or unreasonable use. Do not use appliance for other then intended use.
– Do not allow children to play with the appliance.
– Close supervision is necessary when any appliance is used by or near children or not familiar persons.
– This appliance is not intended for use by young children or infirm person unless they have been adequately supervised by a responsible person to ensure that they can use the appliance safely.
– Never touch the appliance with damp or wet hands. Do not touch the mains cable or plug with wet hands.
– Do not touch any hot surfaces. Only use the handle to pick up the kettle.
– The use of any accessory attachment, not recommended by the appliance manufacturer, may result in fire, electric shock or injury to persons.
– Never fill the kettle with water when it is positioned on the base unit.
– Never fill the kettle above the «MAX» mark.
– Scalding may occur if the lid is removed during the brewing cycles.
– If the kettle is overfilled, boiling water may be ejected.
– Do never boil water without the lid on.
– Always ensure that you pour out boiling water slowly and carefully, taking care not to tilt the spout too rapidly.
– To prevent scalding, avoid coming into contact with the steam escaping from the opening in the lid when the water is being boiled or just after the kettle has switched off. Be careful when opening the lid, if the kettle is still hot and you wish to refill it with water.
– Boiling water can cause burns.
– Move the appliance with extreme care when it contains hot water.
– Do not forcefully locate the switch in the ON position, or make any authorised changes to the switch in order to make it stay in the ON position. This could lead to steam escaping from around the lid, damaging the automatic switch-off mechanism and possibly causing bodily injury.
– Never immerse the item in water, remember this is an electrical appliance.
– Only clean the appliance using a damp cloth.
– To disconnect, remove plug from wall outlet.
– Always unplug the appliance by holding the plug, not the cord.
– Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch hot surfaces.
– Unplug the power cord from the wall outlet when the kettle is not in use and before cleaning. Allow the kettle to cool before cleaning it.
– Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after the appliance malfunctions, or has been damaged in any manner. Return appliance to the nearest authorized service facility for examination, repair or adjustment.
– Never attempt to exchange the mains cable of the appliance as special tools are required for this. To ensure continued safety of the appliance, if the cable needs to be repaired or exchanged, have this carried out exclusively by a customer service workshop authorised by the manufacturer.
– To protect against fire, electric shock and injury to persons do not immerse cord, plug, kettle container and power base in water or other liquid.
– Do not operate the kettle on an inclined plane. Do not operate the kettle unless the element is fully immersed. Do not move while the kettle is switched on.
– To prevent damage to the appliances do not use alkaline cleaning agents when cleaning, use a soft cloth and a mild detergent.

Caution: To ensure continued protection against risk of electric shock, connect to properly grounded outlets only.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
INSTALLATION
– Place the appliance on a stable flat surface which is neither hot nor near a heat source. The surface must be dry. Keep the appliance and its mains cable out of reach of children.
– During use, do not place the base unit on a metal tray or a metal surface.
– Ensure that the voltage indicated on the rating plate of the appliance agrees with the mains voltage in your area. Connect the appliance only to a properly earthed power point. (Use of a residual current device (RCD) reduces the risk of electric shock, seek the advice of an electrician.) While the appliance is in use, the mains plug must be accessible in case of an emergency. To ensure continued protection against risk of electric shock, connect to properly grounded outlets only.
– If the power point is unsuitable for accommodating the plug of your appliance, have the power point changed by a licensed electrician.

PARTS OF THE KETTLE
1 Hinged lid
2 Button to open the lid
3 Scale filter
4 Water level gauge
5 Reset-Button
6 Indicator light
7 Base unit
8 Max water level indicator
9 Min water level indicator

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
POWER-SUPPLY CORD
– A short power-supply cord is to be provided to reduce risks resulting from becoming entangled in or tripping over a longer cord.
– Extension cords are available and may be used if care is exercised in their use.
– If an extension cord is used, the marked electrical rating of the extension cord should be at least as great as the electrical rating of the appliance, if the appliance is of the grounded type, the extension cord should be grounding -type 3-wire cord. The longer cord should be arranged so that it will not drape over the counter top or table top where it can be pulled on by children or tripped over.
SAFETY CUT-OFF
The kettle is protected against damage resulting from use with an insufficient volume of water. A safety cut-off will automatically disconnect the power supply if the heating element overheats.

Should the kettle ever boil dry during operation, you must leave it to cool for 10 minutes before re-filling it with cold water. The safety cut-off will reset automatically once it has cooled.

BEFORE USING THE KETTLE
Clean the kettle before using it for the first time by filling it completely (to the MAX mark) with water, boiling the water, and then discarding the water.

HOW TO USE THE WATER KETTLE

FILLING THE WATER KETTLE
– Remove the appliance body from the base unit (7).
– Open the lid (1), fill with water and close the lid again.

Do not fill the kettle with less than 0.15l/4oz and not more than 0.5l/17oz (above the MAX mark), to prevent the kettle from boiling dry or boiling water escaping from the spout.

CONNECTION TO POWER SUPPLY
– After filling the kettle, position it on the base unit (7). Ensure that the kettle body is seated correctly on the contact unit on the base unit (7).

OPERATION
Insert the mains plug into an electrical outlet and press the ON button (5). The indicator light (6) will come on.

As soon as the water reaches boiling point, the kettle will switch off automatically and the indicator light will extinguish. To repeat the boiling process, press the ON button (5).

Note: if the kettle has switched itself off upon reaching boiling point, there may be a delay of up to 15 minutes before it can be switched back on again.
– Only remove the kettle from the station once it has automatically switched off after boiling. If this is not the case top the kettle up with water to the MIN mark and leave it to boil, waiting until the kettle switches itself off.

Note: The kettle cannot be switched off manually. The ON switch only serves to turn it back on again.

Caution: if the kettle is empty, take care not to place it on its base with the switch in the ON position.
POURING OUT WATER
– To remove the kettle from the base unit (7), hold it by its handle. Ensure that the kettle body remains level while lifting it from the base unit (7).
– Pour the water from the spout with the lid (1) closed

Note: Please take care when pouring out water as boiling water can cause scalds.

SWITCHING THE KETTLE ON AGAIN
– You may switch the kettle on again as soon as the built-in thermal safety cut-off switch has had sufficient time to cool.

MAINTENANCE AND CARE

SCALE FILTER
Scale, or calcium, is a natural substance that forms when hard water is boiled. The filter serves to retain the calcium in the water kettle.

CLEANING AND REMOVAL OF THE FILTER
It is important to clean the filter regularly. The filter clips into the body and can be removed by pulling it upwards from the body. It can be cleaned by gentle brushing with a soft brush under running water.

KETTLE CLEAN AND DESCALE
Remove scale using either a proprietary descaling product suitable for plastic kettles (following the instructions carefully), or citric acid.

We recommend using citric acid as follows:
Boil 0.5 litre of water, then unplug the kettle and stand it in an empty sink or bowl. Add 25gm of citric acid crystals gradually, then leave the kettle to stand.
As soon as the effervescence subsides, empty the kettle and rinse it thoroughly with cold water. Wipe the outside of the kettle thoroughly with a damp cloth to remove all traces of citric acid which may damage the finish.
Do not use a more concentrated solution. Ensure that the electrical connections are completely dry before using the kettle. Citric acid crystals are available at most chemists.

– Failure to de-scale may invalidate the guarantee.
– Never use chemicals, steel wool or abrasive agents to clean the exterior of the kettle.
– Only clean the appliance using a damp cloth.
– Never immerse the item in water: remember this is an electrical applicant.
– Any other servicing should be performed by an authorized service representative.
STORAGE
Note: Ensure that the mains power supply is switched off when you are not using the kettle.

TECHNICAL DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal voltage EURO</td>
<td>220-240 V~ 50/60 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal voltage USA</td>
<td>120 V~ 60 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal power EURO</td>
<td>700 Watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal power USA</td>
<td>700 Watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cord length</td>
<td>approx. 70 cm/27.5 inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kettle capacity</td>
<td>0.5 Liter/17 fl.oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certifications</td>
<td>GS, CE, ETL, CETL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correct disposal for this product

This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed with other household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To return your used device, please use the return and collection systems or contact the retailer where the product was purchased. They can take this product for environmental safe recycling.

SERVICE & GUARANTEE CONDITIONS

All BODUM® products are made of high-quality, durable materials. However, should parts require replacement, please contact one of the following: your BODUM® dealer - the BODUM® SHOP - the BODUM® representative in your country, or our homepage at www.bodum.com

Guarantee. BODUM® guarantees the «BISTRO» water kettle for 2 years from date of purchase against material defects or malfunctions which can be traced back to defects in manufacturing or design. Repair is free of charge provided all guarantee requirements are fulfilled. No refunds can be made.

Guarantee requirements. The guarantee certificate must be completely filled out by the seller at the time of purchase. Only agents authorized by BODUM® may perform guarantee services.

BODUM® makes no guarantee for damage which can be attributed to use for unintended purposes, incorrect handling, normal wear and tear, defective or incorrect maintenance or service work, incorrect operation or manipulation by unauthorized persons.
BODUM® SHOPS & SHOP-IN-SHOP

SHOP-IN-SHOP
Paris
BHV, rue de Rivoli, Paris 4ème
BON MARCHE, 24, rue de Sévère, Paris 7ème

GALERIES LAFAYETTE MAISON, 35 boulevard Haussmann, Paris 9ème
PRINTEMPS BEAUTE MAISON 64, boulevard Haussmann, Paris 9ème Province
ELLEN DESFORGES, 29, rue de la Monnaie, Lille
GALERIES LAFAYETTE, Marseille Bourse
GALERIES LAFAYETTE, Nice Cap 3000
GALERIES LAFAYETTE, Toulouse Capitole
PRINTEMPS, Lille
PRINTEMPS, Vélizy 2

ONLINE SHOP FRANCE
www.bodum.com

GERMANY
SHOP-IN-SHOP
KaDeWe, Berlin
Karstadt, Frankfurt Zeil
Karstadt, Dortmund
Karstadt, Stuttgart
Karstadt, München Bahnhofsplatz
Karstadt Bremen
Karstadt Nürnberg
Möbel Hesse
Lorey, Frankfurt

ONLINE SHOP GERMANY
www.bodum.com

GREECE
SHOP-IN-SHOP
Notos Galleries
105 51, Athinas 48, Kotzia Square

HONG KONG
SHOP-IN-SHOP
Allure Living Central, 1098 Caine Road, Mid-Level
Citysuper Harbour City Store, Level 3, Harbour City, Tsim Sha Tsui
Franc Franck, Shop 501-03 & 508-12, 2F., Hang Lung Center, 2-20 Paterson St., Causeway Bay
GOD Causeway Bay, Leighton Centre, Sharp Street East Entrance, Causeway Bay
GOD Central, 48 Hollywood Road, Central
GOD Tsimshatsui, Shop B02, Basement, Silvercord, 30 Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui
Gourmet, Basement, Lee Gardens, Causeway Bay
Great Food Hall, Basement, Two Pacific Place, Queensway
Lane Crawford (Pacific Place), 88 Queensway, Admiralty
Lane Crawford (Times Square), 1 Matheson Street, Times Square, Causeway Bay
Lane Crawford (Tsim Sha Tsui), 3 Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui
Marc James Design, 16/F Horizon Plaza, Ap Lei Chau
Sogo Hong Kong Co., Ltd., 555 Hennessy Road, Causeway Bay

Today’s Living Service Centre, 1/F., 20 Pak Sha Road, Causeway Bay
Towngas Avenue, G/F 59-65 Paterson St., Fashion Walk, Causeway Bay
Towngas Cooking Centre, Basement, Leighton Centre, 77 Leighton Road, Causeway Bay
Wing On (Main Store), Wing On Centre, 211 Des Voeux Road Central, Sheung Wan
Wing On (Taikoo Shing Store), Cityplaza, Units 074 & 144, 18 Taikoo Shing Road, Taikoo Shing
Wing On Plus (Nathan Road), Wing On Kowloon Center, 345 Nathan Road, Yau Ma Tei
Yata, Phase III, New Town Plaza, 2-8 Shatin Centre Street, Shatin

INDONESIA
SHOP-IN-SHOP
Metro Pondok Indah, Jakarta
Metro Senayan, Jakarta
Metro Taman Anggrek, Jakarta
Grand Lucky, Sudirman Business District, Jakarta
OGO Plaza Senayan, Jakarta
Debenhams Senayan City, Jakarta
Metro bandung Supermall, Bandung

ITALY
BODUM® STORE
Via di San Francesco a Ripa, 141 a/b
00153 Roma
T 0039 06 58 34 49 26
F 0039 06 58 97 94 10
shop.roma@bodum.com

BODUM® STORE
Via di Campo Marzio, 46 a/b
00186 Roma
T 0039 06 68 80 13 20
F 0039 06 68 80 13 20
shop.roma@bodum.com

SHOP-IN-SHOP
LA RINASCENTE, Milano Duomo
www.bodum.com

JAPAN
BODUM® OUTLET
Rinku Premium Outlet
Section 1630
3-28 Rinku Orai Minami
Izumisano-shi
598-8508 Osaka
T +81 72 458 4688
F +81 72 458 4688
shop.rinku@bodum.com

BODUM® OUTLET
Gotemba Premium Outlet
Section 550
1312 Fukasawa, Gotemba-shi
412-0023 Shizuoka
T +81 550 81 3118
F +81 550 81 3118
shop.gotemba@bodum.com

SHOP-IN-SHOP
Illums Nihonbashı
Illums Umeda
Illums Komyama
Illums Sapporo
Seibu Department Store Ikebukuro

KOREA
Online Shop Main, 7F, 52-5 chungmuro Joong-Gu Seoul
Timesquare, 5F, 434-5 Youngdeungpo-gu
Seoul
Youngdeungpo-gu
Seoul
Shinsegae Busan Center City, 7F, 1495 Woon-dong Haewundae-gu Busan
Lotte Main, 7F, 1 Joong-gu
Sogong-dong Seoul
Lotte Kangnam, 7 F, 937 Daechi-dong Kangnam-su Seoul
AK Plaza Bundang, 5F, 263 Seohyung-dong, Bundang-gu
Seongnam City, Kyunggi-do
Hyundai Cheonho, 10 F, 455-8 Cheonho-dong Kangdong-gu Seoul
Shinsegae Yeongdeungpo, 6F, Building B, 434-5 Yeongdeungpo-dong 4ga, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul
Shinsegae Incheon, 5F, 15 Gwangyo-dong, Nam-gu, Incheon

MALAYSIA
SHOP-IN-SHOP
“LIVE IT UP!” Homestore, LG306, One Utama Shopping Centre (New Wing)
Isetan Departmental Store, 3rd floor Kuala Lumpur City Centre
Robinsons Departmental Store, 2nd floor
The Gardens Midvalley
Parkson Pavilion, 6th floor, Pavilion Kuala Lumpur

NETHERLANDS
SHOP-IN-SHOP
DE BIJENKORF, Amsterdam
DE BIJENKORF, Arnhem
DE BIJENKORF, Den Haag
DE BIJENKORF, Eindhoven
DE BIJENKORF, Rotterdam
DE BIJENKORF, Utrecht

RUSSIA
SHOP-IN-SHOP
Bolshoy Gostiny Dvor, St. Petersburg
Studio Detali, Fortuna Grand, Irkutsk
Studio Detali, Irkutsk
Dom nemetskoy posudi, Magnitogorsk
Dom nemetskoy posudi, Gostiny Dvor, Magnitogorsk
Dom nemetskoy posudi, Chelyabinsk
Dom nemetskoy posudi, Tyumen

SINGAPORE
SHOP-IN-SHOP
Tangs, Basement 1, Orchard Road
Tangs (Vivo), Level 2, Vivo City
Takashimaya, Basement 1, Orchard Road
Robinson Centrepoint, Level 5, Orchard Road
Robinsons Raffles City, Level 4, City Hall
Isetan Scotts, Level 4, Orchard Road
Isetan Katong, Level 2, Marine

ONLINE SHOP JAPAN
www.bodum.com

ONLINE SHOP JAPAN
Shinsegae Main, 9 F, 52-5 chungmuro Joong-Gu Seoul
Timesquare, 5F, 434-5 Youngdeungpo-gu
Seoul
Youngdeungpo-gu
Seoul
Shinsegae Busan Center City, 7F, 1495 Woon-dong Haewundae-gu Busan
Lotte Main, 7F, 1 Joong-gu
Sogong-dong Seoul
Lotte Kangnam, 7 F, 937 Daechi-dong Kangnam-su Seoul